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A Preliminary Study of Krypton Laser-Induced
Fluorescence

William A. Hargus, Jr.∗

Air Force Research Laboratory, Edwards Air Force Base, CA 93524

There is growing interest in the use of krypton as propellant for electric propulsion
as a lower cost replacement for xenon. This study examines the potential application
of laser-induced fluorescence as a plasma diagnostic technique for Kr I and Kr II. Can-
didate electronic transitions are examined to determine their suitability for successful
routine application of laser-induced fluorescence. Criteria considered include lower state
populations, optical accessibility, existence of nonresonant fluorescence transitions, and
fluorescence branching ratios. Using these criteria, one transition for each Kr I and Kr II
are identified for future development.

Introduction

This study investigates potential electronic transi-
tions for laser-induced fluorescence of krypton neu-

trals (Kr I) and singly ionized ions (Kr II). A number
of selection criteria will be used to determine preferred
electronic transitions. These include the identification
of highly populated states suitable for excitation, reso-
nant and non-resonant fluorescence collection schemes,
fluorescence branching ratios, and the availability of
isotopic and hyperfine structure data so that the tran-
sitions can be suitably modeled.

At present, xenon (Xe) is the propellant of choice
for most electrostatic plasma thrusters including Hall
effect thrusters. The selection of xenon is due to a
number of engineering reasons. These include the high
mass (131 amu) and relatively low ionization potential
(12.1 eV) of xenon; as well as inert nature of xenon
which eliminates much of the controversy that plagued
early electrostatic propulsion efforts when mercury
(Hg) and cesium (Cs) were the propellants of choice.1

Although xenon is a noble gas, it is the heaviest, and
due to its non-ideal gas behavior, it is possible to
pressurize and store with room temperature specific
densities exceeding unity.2,3 As such, it actually can
be stored at slightly higher densities than that of the
common liquid monopropellant hydrazine.

While xenon will likely remain the ideal propellant
for electrostatic electric propulsion thrusters such as
Hall effect thrusters, there are several concerns that
have driven the Hall effect thruster community to ex-
plore alternative propellants. As orbit raising missions
of longer duration and larger payloads are proposed for
Hall effect thrusters, the mass of required propellant
increases. Xenon production is presently a byproduct
of the fractional distillation of atmospheric gases for
use primarily by the steel industry. Due to the low
concentration of xenon in the atmosphere (∼90 ppb),

∗Senior Aerospace Engineer, AFRL/RZSS, Edwards AFB,
Associate Fellow AIAA.

worldwide production appears to be limited to approx-
imately 6000 standard cubic meters per year. Increas-
ing industrial demand for items such as high efficiency
lighting and windows as well as plasma based micro–
fabrication has produced wide price swings in the past
decade. Xenon prices have varied by as much as factor
of ten in the past three years alone.

For missions that can benefit from higher specific
impulse, krypton will have benefits beyond its lower
cost. Krypton has a lower atomic mass (83.8 amu),but
a slightly higher ionization potential (14.0 eV) than
xenon. Like xenon, krypton is a noble gas and could be
easily integrated into existing xenon propellant man-
agement systems without much modification. The
similar ionization potential would likely not dramat-
ically affect the efficiency of a Hall effect thruster
and the lower mass would produce a 25% increase
in specific impulse. The increase in specific impulse
would be useful for missions such as station-keeping
where increased specific impulse is an advantage. For
missions such as orbit raising, increasing the specific
impulse would increase trip time due to power limita-
tions. However as solar electric power system specific
power decreases, increasing the specific impulse of the
propulsion system is advantageous. Krypton is ap-
proximately 10x more common in the atmosphere (and
hence in production) than xenon, and when accounting
for mass is approximately 6x less expensive. Table 1
summarizes the properties of xenon and krypton.2

Laser-Induced Fluorescence
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) may be used to de-

tect velocity-induced shifts in the spectral absorption
of various plasma species. The fluorescence is moni-
tored as a continuous-wave laser is tuned in frequency
over the transition of interest, of energy hν12, where
h is Plank’s constant, ν12 is wavenumber of transi-
tion between lower state 1 and higher energy state
2. Note that state 1 may be the ground state, but
any sufficiently highly populated excited state will do.

1
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Table 1 Comparison of xenon and krypton prop-
erties critical for electrostatic propulsion.2

Property Units Xe Kr
Atomic Mass amu 131.3 83.8
1st Ionization Energy eV 12.1 14.0
2nd Ionization Energy eV 21 24
3rd Ionization Energy eV 32 37
Atmospheric Concentration ppb 87 1000
Stable Isotopes 9 6
Odd Isotopes 2 1
Critical Pressure MPa 5.84 5.50
Critical Temperature K 290 209
Boiling Point (1 atm) K 161 120

Measurements can be made with high spatial resolu-
tion, determined by the intersection of the probe laser
beam with the fluorescence optical collection volume.

Velocity measurements can be made using laser-
induced fluorescence velocimetry as an atom, or ion,
moving with a velocity component u relative to the
direction of the incoming laser will absorb the light at
a frequency shifted from that of stationary absorbers
due to the Doppler effect. The magnitude of this fre-
quency shift δν12 is

δν12 =
u

c
ν12 (1)

The measured fluorescence signal is given by:4,5

Sf = ηdαchν12A21N2 (2)

where ηd is the efficiency of the detection system, αc
accounts for geometric factors involving the collection
system, and A21 is the Einstein coefficient for spon-
taneous emission of the relevant transition. For low
laser intensities, rate equation analysis indicates that
the upper level population N2, and therefore the fluo-
rescence signal, is linearly dependent on laser intensity
at steady state, i.e.

N2 ∼ IνB12φν (3)

where Iν is the spectral irradiance at frequency ν, B12

is the Einstein stimulated absorption coefficient, and
φν is the transitions spectral line shape which accounts
for the variation of the absorption or laser excitation
with frequency. The line shape is determined by the
environment of the absorbing atoms, so an accurate
measurement of the line shape function can lead to
the determination of a number of plasma parameters.
The variation of the resultant velocities has been found
found, in various studies, to be less than the experi-
mental uncertainty for the ions (±500 m/s), or for the
neutrals (±60 m/s).6–8

Several factors affect the line shape and give rise to
broadening and/or a shift of the spectral line. In high-
temperature plasmas, the most significant is Doppler

broadening due to the absorber’s random thermal mo-
tion, characterized by the atomic, or ionic, kinetic
temperature, Tkin. When the absorbing species veloc-
ity distribution is Maxwellian in shape, the Doppler
broadening results in a Gaussian line shape. Colli-
sional interactions between the absorbers and other
species in the plasma give rise to spectral line shapes
that are often Lorentzian. This includes interactions
with charged particles (Stark broadening) and un-
charged particles (van der Waals broadening). If both
Doppler broadening and collisional broadening are im-
portant and independent, the resulting line shape is a
convolution of the Gaussian and Lorentzian line shape
into a Voigt line shape.5

The absorption line shape is an intrinsic property
of the absorbers, whereas the fluorescence excitation
line shape is the variation in the detected fluorescence
signal with frequency as the laser is tuned across the
absorption line feature. If the laser excitation signifi-
cantly perturbs the populations of the coupled levels,
it is said to be saturating the transition and the flu-
orescence signal is then a nonlinear function of laser
intensity. In cases where the laser intensity is signif-
icantly below the saturation level and the laser line
width is small compared to the measured line width,
the fluorescence excitation line shape reflects the spec-
tral absorption line shape as given by Eqn. 2 and
Eqn. 3. When the laser intensity is sufficiently high
to saturate the transition, the fluorescence excitation
line shape is broader than the spectral line shape and
the fluorescence intensity is less than it would be if
it were linear with the laser intensity Iν . The satura-
tion intensity, defined as that intensity which produces
a fluorescence signal half of what it would be if the
fluorescence was linear with Iν , depends inversely on
the line strength of the particular transition. Stronger
transitions have a smaller saturation intensity and thus
a larger saturation effect for a given laser intensity.5

LIF is a convenient diagnostic for the investigation
of ion and atomic velocities as it does not physically
perturb the plasma. The LIF signal is a convolution
of the velocity distribution function (VDF), transition
line shape, and laser beam frequency profile. Deter-
mination of the VDF from LIF data only requires the
deconvolution of the transition line shape and laser
beam profile from the raw LIF signal trace. Alter-
natively, the line shape itself can also provide valuable
information on the state of the plasma, such as electron
density, pressure, or heavy species temperature. In
the somewhat turbulent plasmas typical of Hall effect
thrusters, the fluoresce line shape can also be indica-
tive of the relative motion of the ionization zone as it
axially traverses.9,10 However, care must be taken to
ensure that the relative effects of these phenomena are
separable. In addition, magnetic (Zeeman effect) and
electric (Stark effect) fields can also influence the fluo-
rescence line shape11 and must be accounted for when

2
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analyzing the line shapes should the fields be of suffi-
cient magnitude. In the case of LIF of ions in a Hall
effect thruster, the fluorescence line shape appears to
be most indicative of the aforementioned plasma tur-
bulence including periodicity in the positions of the
ionization zone within the acceleration channel.

Usage

Over the past 20 years, plasma based propulsion
technology has advanced from an academic curiosity
to an accepted engineering practice. This is most
keenly felt in the geosynchronous orbit (GEO) com-
munications satellite industry where the use of electric
propulsion represents a significant fraction of space-
craft north-south station keeping propulsion. The use
of electric propulsion reduces propellant mass by an
order of magnitude and simultaneously increases pay-
load, and hence revenue, significantly.

Still, there has been a reluctance to embrace plasma
propulsion by the spacecraft community. Not sim-
ply due to conservative spacecraft design practices,
but stemming from the recognition that highly the
accelerated plasma plume ions have the potential to
severely impact the performance of mission critical
instruments. As spacecraft power increases, plasma
propulsion will continue to gain advantages due to in-
creased thrust levels and its inherently high specific
impulse. Yet, valid integration concerns will grow
in severity with increased power transferred to these
highly accelerated plasma plumes.

LIF provides a convenient measure of the plasma
acceleration both within and in the near plume of a
plasma thruster. Ultimately, these plasma sources,
today most commonly electrostatic thrusters such as
ion engines and Hall effect thrusters, use electric fields
to accelerate their ionized propellant to very high ve-
locities, sometimes in excess of 20 km/s over spatial
dimensions of on order of 1 cm. As a result, LIF
provides a unique capability to measure these veloc-
ities and their spatial rate of change nonintrusively,
without impact to the plasma. This measurement
capability is critical in understanding the yet poorly
modeled distribution of electric potential, vis–a–vi the
electric field, particularly of Hall effect thrusters. Fur-
thermore, since the fluorescence line shape here is ul-
timately a convolution of the transition lineshape and
the species velocity distribution function (VDF), it is
possible without too much difficulty to extract a time
averaged VDF using knowledge of the transition line-
shape. Finally, it is important to note that comparison
of VDF data derived from numerical models and LIF
measurements is one of the more fundamental compar-
isons of the two archetypes.

In addition to the need to understand the accelera-
tion of the ionized propellant, the velocity field of the
neutral propellant is of value. As an example, Hall
thrusters produce thrust by the acceleration of ions

through an electric field. Xenon ions will exit Hall
thrusters at ∼15 km/s. However, approximately 10%
of the propellant flow is not ionized and escapes the ac-
celeration channel at thermal velocities (100–300 m/s).
The densities of these two populations is nearly equal
due to the wide difference in velocities. These high
neutral densities influence electron transport by pro-
viding collision partners for low energy electrons seek-
ing to cross magnetic field lines. Neutrals are also a
source of charge exchange collision partners with the
ion stream. Charge exchange may be responsible for
the creation of highly divergent low–energy ions which
influence Hall thruster spacecraft integration. In addi-
tion, how neutrals flowing though the thruster interact
with the background neutrals in ground test facilities
is a growing concern. Understanding the differences
between ground test and on–orbit thruster operation
is an emerging area of study.

To date, the only Hall effect thruster LIF measure-
ments have been on xenon6,8, 12–14 . Several transitions
have been examined for both neutral and singly ion-
ized xenon. There is growing literature on the subject
of xenon LIF within Hall effect thrusters. With the ex-
ception of one conceptual examination of krypton ion
spectroscopy,15 krypton laser spectroscopy has not re-
ceived any study in the plasma propulsion community.
As krypton appears to be a possible propellant replace-
ment candidate for xenon, the goal of this paper is to
explore the possibility of applying some of the lessons
previously learned for xenon to the development of LIF
for krypton Hall effect and other thrusters.

Transition Selection

Selecting a transition for LIF in low density plasma
such as that in the near–field of a Hall effect thruster
is constrained by a number of factors. First, is the
transition laser accessible and are suitable lasers avail-
able? Second, does the energy level being probed have
a sufficient population to produce substantial signal?
There are a number of related issues, but these two
are those that define the problem.

Tunable lasers are available in three types that have
been applied to plasma LIF. Dye lasers were the tradi-
tional source of tunable lasers for plasma and combus-
tion work. These lasers remain workhorses, but suffer
from complex user interactions due to the use of liquid
lasing medium with finite lifetime. Titanium sapphire
(Ti:Sapphire) and alexandrite lasers have similar sys-
tem complexity, but use a solid state material as the
lasing medium. Both these types of lasers can be
challenging to work with, but often provide unique ca-
pabilities especially with regard to wavelength range
and power outputs. The more recent arrival on the
scene is the tunable diode laser. These lasers are gener-
ally limited to the red and near IR, but there are some
limited semiconductor band gaps producing systems in
the blue and near ultraviolet (UV). Despite their rel-
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atively low power (usually <100 mW and more often
<10 mW), these laser systems have been repeatedly
demonstrated to be able to produce nearly turnkey
LIF systems. In addition, tunable diode laser systems
are 10 to 100 times less expensive than the more capa-
ble, but much more difficult to maintain tunable dye
laser systems.

Since working in the vacuum UV is difficult, the
ground state is not likely to be accessed. This re-
quires that the LIF measurements use other states
with high populations. Since the densities of Hall
effect plasmas is seldom higher than 1018 m3, colli-
sional de-excitation of excited states is a slow process.
Therefore, metastable states, which have no allowed
radiative decay path, are usually highly populated.
Once identified, these states can be used as suitable
lower states for laser probing. It should be noted that
non-metastable states can be used for LIF in these
plasmas; however, their use significantly reduces signal
strength and extends the integration time for success-
ful signal recovery.16

Krypton Spectroscopy
While a significant amount of spectroscopic study

has been performed on various neutral xenon
metastable states for atomic clock use, the studies of
neutral krypton (and to some extent Kr II as well)
have focused on nuclear detection. For example, 85Kr
is a uranium and plutonium fission product with a half
life of 10.76 years. Due to weapon testing, 85Kr has
an occurrence 30% higher in the upper latitudes of
the northern hemisphere when compared to the upper
latitudes of the southern hemisphere.17

Of the 31 known isotopes of Kr, only six have at-
mospheric concentrations greater than 0.3%. Of these
six isotopes between 78 amu and 86 amu, only one,
83Kr has an odd number of neutrons (recall that kryp-
ton’s atomic number is 36).2 This is important in the
high resolution analysis of atomic spectra since each
will have a slight difference in their electron transi-
tion energies due to their differences in nuclear mass.
This effect has been described in detail previously for
xenon in the development of Hall thruster laser diag-
nostics6,12

Table 2 Naturally Occurring Krypton Isotope
Properties.2,18

Mass (amu) Abundance Nuclear Spin
78 0.35% 0
80 2.27% 0
82 11.56% 0
83 11.55% 9

2
84 56.90% 0
86 17.37% 0

The odd mass isotopes are further spin split due

to nuclear magnetic dipole and electric quadrapole
moments. Nuclei which have an odd number of pro-
tons and/or an odd number of neutrons possess an
intrinsic nuclear spin Ih/2π, where I is integral or half-
integral depending on if the atomic mass is even or
odd, respectively19 and boldface is used to denote vec-
tor quantities. For nuclei with non–zero nuclear spin
(angular momentum, J), the interaction of the nucleus
with the bound electrons lead to the splitting of levels
with J into a number of components, each correspond-
ing to a specific value of the total angular momentum
F = I + J.20 As a result of this interaction, F is a con-
served quantity while I and J individually are not. The
interaction is weak, allowing the hyperfine splitting of
each level to be taken independently of the other levels.
The number of nuclear spin split hyperfine components
is 2I + 1 if J ≥ 1 and 2J + 1 if J < 1, with F taking
on the values F = J + I, J + I − 1, ..., |J − I| [12, 13]
while satisfying the selection rules imposed on F , i.e.
∆F = 0,±1, unless F = 0, in which case ∆F 6= 0.

With these selection rules on the quantum numbers
for a particular electronic transition, and with knowl-
edge of the hyperfine structure constants which char-
acterize the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole
moments of the nucleus,19 the hyperfine energy shifts
from the position of the energy for the unshifted level
with angular momentum J can be easily calculated.21

Two constants are associated with the magnitude
of hyperfine nuclear spin splitting.19 These are the
A hyperfine structure constant which represents the
nuclear magnetic dipole effect on the atom, and the B
hyperfine structure constant which is associated with
the nuclear electric quadrapole moment of the atom
which will only be present if I ≤ 1 . The relative
energy of the spin split states depends on the sign ofA .
In atoms with A > 0 , the state with the highest value
of F has the highest energy. While for atoms with A <
0, the state with the lowest value of F has the highest
energy.21 The energy level shift ∆EM associated with
the magnetic dipole of the nucleus is given by Cowan.19

∆EM (F ) =
1
2
A[F (F +1)J(J+1)I(I+1)] =

A

2
C (4)

Additionally, the energy spacing between successive
levels F − 1 and F may be shown to be proportional
to F .

∆EM (F )−∆EM (F − 1) = AF (5)

If I ≥ 1, the nucleus will have an electric quadrapole
moment and a related hyperfine splitting constant B
which produces an additional hyperfine splitting with
energy linear in C(C+1) where C is previously defined
in Eqn. 4.

∆EF = ∆EM + ∆EQ (6)

4
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∆EF =
AC

2
+
B[ 32C(C + 1)2I(I + 1)J(J + 1)]

4I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
(7)

Where ∆EF is the combined nuclear spin split energy
level shift combining the effect from the nuclear mag-
netic dipole moment ∆EM and the effect of the electric
quadrapole moment ∆EQ.19 It should be noted that
the center of gravity of the hyperfine levels lies at a
position of the unsplit level J .20∑

F

(2F + 1)∆EF (8)

Due to close energy spacing of nuclear spin split
levels, near ideal coupling between I and J occurs in
most hyperfine structure. Therefore, the intensity S
rules derived by White for Russel–Saunders coupling
are appropriate for hyperfine splitting.21

For J − 1→ J ,

F − 1→ F :

S = κ
(Q+ I + 1)(Q+ I)(Q− I)(Q− I − 1)

F
(9)

F → F :

S = −κ (Q+ I + 1)(Q− I)(W + I)(W − I − 1)(2F + 1)
F (F + 1)

(10)

F + 1→ F :

S = κ
(W + I)(W + I − 1)(W − I − 1)(W − I − 2)

F + 1
(11)

For J → J ,

F − 1→ F :

S = −κ (Q+ I + 1)(Q− I)(W + I + 1)(W − I)
F

(12)

F → F :

S = κ
[J(J + 1) + F (F + 1) + I(I + 1)]2(2F + 1)

F (F + 1)
(13)

F + 1→ F :

S = −κ (Q+ I + 2)(Q− I + 1)(W + I)(W − I − 1)
(F + 1)

(14)
Where S is the transition strength and κ is an ar-
bitrary constant. The variables Q = J + F and
W = J −F are only introduced to compress the nota-
tion.

The relative intensities of the isotope shifted transi-
tions are proportional to each isotope’s relative abun-
dance. However, the relative intensities of the nuclear
spin split hyperfine splitting are governed by two sum-
mation rules.20 First, the sum of the intensities of
all the lines of the hyperfine structure of a transition
J → J ′ originating from a component F of the level J
is proportional to the statistical weight of this compo-
nent, (2F + 1). Second, the sum of the intensities of
all the lines of the hyperfine structure the transition
J → J ′ ending on the component F ′ of the level J ′

is proportional to the statistical weight of this compo-
nent, (2F ′+1). With these two sum rules, a system of
linear equations are solved for the relative intensities
of the nuclear spin split components of each isotope.

The practical issues associated with hyperfine iso-
topic spin splitting in the measurements of plasma ac-
celeration in the plume and within Hall effect thrusters
are that the even isotopes broaden the line width
to some degree, while the odd isotopes may create
much more complex transition structure in high res-
olution. To some extent hyperfine spin splitting can
be neglected for some transitions. For example, the
5d[4]7/2 − 6p[3]5/2 spin split electronic transition of
Xe II at 834.72 nm is relatively narrow at approx-
imately 500 MHz and the line structure can be ne-
glected to a large degree in analysis of Hall effect
thruster plasma dynamics.22,23 However, the Xe I
6s[3/2]02 − 6p[3/2]2 transition at 823.18 nm is dramat-
ically broader and visually more complex due to the
spin split odd isotopes.12 Furthermore as the mass of
the atoms of interest is lowered, the energy separation
between the various isotope’s transitions increases as
the fractional changes in nuclear mass increase. As a
result, knowledge of these isotope constants becomes
increasingly important important to adequately inter-
pret the fluorescence spectra.

Neutral Krypton
A survey of the available literature shows that there

is limited, but adequate, available data on the isotope
and hyperfine spin splitting constants for Kr I. The
available literature is sufficient to examine a number
of potential transitions as candidates for investigations
of the neutral dynamics in a Kr Hall effect thruster and
a number of transition appear suitable for diagnostics
development.

A cursory examination of the literature shows that
there is a dichotomy in the available data. Especially

5
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for neutral krypton, there are a number of transitions
for which the 83Kr nuclear spin splitting is available,
but the isotope shifts are not readily available. This
appears to be due to the interest in the physics com-
munity to understanding nuclear structure.

The present availability Kr I hyperfine splitting data
is best summarized by Cannon and Janik.24 This work
examines eight transitions from from the 5s′[1/2]◦ and
5s[3/2]2 metastable energy states. Of the transitions
presented, two Kr I transitions appear to be strong
candidates, the 5s[3/2]2–5p[5/2]2 at 810.44 nm and
5s[3/2]2–5p[3/2]2 at 760.15 nm. Several other transi-
tions are also sufficiently well characterized, but fitting
with our previous criteria we have chosen to remain
in the regime where presently available tunable diode
lasers can operate. For example, a well characterized
neutral transition exists at 556 nm which is probably
better suited for dye laser interogration.25

The Kr I 5s[3/2]2–5p[5/2]2 transition at 810.44 nm
appears to be a reasonable choice for further study.
The fluorescence decay from the 5p[5/2]2 can take
any of 3 transitions and from examination of the lim-
ited Einstein coefficients for spontaneous emission the
transition at 877.6 nm will have have an approximate
branching ratio of 65% and the resonant fluorescence
will have a branching ratio of approximately 30%.26

The Kr I 5s[3/2]2–5p[5/2]2 transition at 810.44 nm
also has one other very interesting characteristic. The
upper 5p[5/2]2 state is only 1.6 × 10−3 eV above the
5p[5/2]3 state.26 While this does not affect the require-
ments for use of this transition for the aforementioned
purposes of characterization of the neutral flow veloc-
ity, the proximity of this state to the upper state of the
5s[3/2]2–5p[5/2]2 transition at 810.44 nm does open
up some interesting diagnostic possibilities. Previous
work in higher density plasmas has used collisional
transfer of laser excited states to nearby states and
followed the subsequent fluorescence from these col-
lisional connected states to determine collision rates
and electron temperatures and densities.27 This di-
agnostic technique is known as laser-collision induced
fluorescence (LCIF) and is defined as the emission of
states populated by laser excitation and a subsequent
collision. It appears that further effort could develop a
similar diagnostic technique for krypton plasmas with
this, and perhaps other, transitions. Obviously, more
study of the collisional probabilities of these states
would be required to develop this capability.

The Kr I 5s[3/2]◦2–5p[3/2]2 at 760.15 nm has been
studied more extensively and exhibits some properties
that make it our choice for further study.24 Young,
et al.,28 also extensively examined the mechanics of
this transition. The lower 5s[3/2]◦2 state is metastable
with a measured lifetime of approximately 40 s. The
decay branching ratio from the upper 5p[3/2]2 state
is 77% to the 5s[3/2]◦2 state making this transition a
very efficient transition for examination of resonant

Table 3 Isotope Shifts for the Kr I 5s[3/2]◦2–
5p[3/2]2 transition at 760.15 nm24

Isotope Isotope Shift
MHz

78 233.56
80 147.99
82 69.311
83 20.704
84 0
86 -73.411

Table 4 Spin Splitting Constants for the 83Kr I
5s[3/2]◦2–5p[3/2]2 transition at 760.15 nm24

Electronic A Coefficient B Coefficient
State MHz MHz

5s[3/2]◦2 -243.934 -452.936
5p[3/2]2 -108.611 -88.615

Fig. 1 Cold spectrum (1 K) of 5s[3/2]◦2–5p[3/2]2
transition at 760.15 nm.

fluorescence.
Cannon and Janik have measured the spin splitting

of the 83Kr as well as the isotope shifts of the even iso-
topes24 as summarized in Tables 3 and 4. These data
allow for us to simulate the line shape for a number of
conditions.

Figure 1 shows cold spectrum (1 K) of the 5s[3/2]◦2–
5p[3/2]2 transition at 760.15 nm where the natural line
width has been neglected.5 The general structure of
the composite transition is a cluster of the 5 even iso-
topes surrounded by the 13 spin split transitions due
to 83Kr. As a result, the majority of the structure is
determined by the even isotope separation. For the
remainder of the analysis, we will continue to neglect
the natural lineshape as well as collisional broadening
contributions to the total lineshape. We preliminarily
judge this as suitable for the study of the relatively
high mass of Kr.

Figure 2 shows the transition line shape at a much
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Fig. 2 300 K spectrum of 5s[3/2]◦2–5p[3/2]2 Kr I
transition at 760.15 nm showing the contributions
of the 18 individual components.

Fig. 3 Multitemperature spectrum of 5s[3/2]◦2–
5p[3/2]2 Kr I transition at 760.15 nm.

more likely to be observed temperature of 300 K. The
core of the composite lineshape is determined by the
cluster of even isotopes. The relatively low fraction of
83Kr (11.55%) results in the spin split transitions con-
tributing relatively little to the overall structure. As
shown in Fig. 2, the spin split components contribute
to the presence of outlying hyperfine line shape struc-
ture ±1.5 GHz from the line center; however as shown
in Fig. 3, the low magnitude of the spin split com-
ponents makes the outlying structure relatively small
and lessen with increased Doppler broadening (tem-
perature).

Examining the structure of the line shapes in Fig. 3
in more detail, it is interesting to note that the cu-
mulative full width at half maximum (FWHM) is only
slightly higher than the Doppler width of a single com-
ponent as shown in Fig. 4. This can can be readily
attributed to three factors. The effect of the 83Kr spin
split components is limited to their large number (13)
and spacing. Furthermore, the relatively limited frac-
tion of naturally occurring 83Kr (11.55%) limits the

Fig. 4 Cumulative line width (FWHM) and
Doppler line width compared for the Kr I 5s[3/2]◦2–
5p[3/2]2 transition at 760.15 nm.

cumulative effect of the spin split components. Fi-
nally, the even isotope shifts are in general relatively
small as shown in Table 3. Therefore, the composite
lineshape is relatively narrow.

Singly Ionized Krypton
The most recent review of Kr II transitions suitable

for diagnostics of plasma thrusters is by Scharfe.15 His
survey of available transitions has identified only a sin-
gle transition where both the isotope and spin split
hyperfine constants are known. The Kr II 5d4D7/2–
5p4P ◦5/2 transition at 728.98 nm has received the most
study of the several lines identified by Scharfe.

Scholl, et al.29 measured the lower 5d4D7/2 state
A and B spin splitting constants for 83Kr to high ac-
curacy as shown in Table 5. While Schuessler et al.30

measured the spin splitting constants for the upper
5p4P ◦5/2 state also shown in Table 5. Schuessler et
al. also measured the isotope shifts of the 728.98 nm
5d4D7/2–5p4P ◦5/2 transition as shown in Table 6. From
our research as well as that performed by Scharfe, it
appears that this is the only Kr II transition for which
the hyperfine structure has been fully characterized.

From the 5p4P ◦5/2 state the there are 6 known
transitions for the fluorescence decay. Using avail-
able Einstein coefficients for spontaneous emission,
there appears to be a transition, 5s4P5/2–5p4P ◦5/2, at
473.90 nm with a greater than 80% branching ratio.26

The resonant fluorescence for the 5d4D7/2–5p4P ◦5/2
transition appears to be approximately 10%, but due
to incomplete knowledge of the relevant coefficients for
spontaneous emission,is likely lower.

Using the information in Tables 5 and 6, the line
structure of the 728.98 nm 5d4D7/2–5p4P ◦5/2 transition
may be modeled. Again, we assume Doppler broaden-
ing to be the the only significant mechanism in this
preliminary analysis.

Figure 5 shows the cold (1 K) transition. As in
the case of the neutral transition, the higher peaks
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Table 5 Spin Splitting Constants for the 83Kr II
5d4D7/2–5p4P ◦

5/2 transition at 728.98 nm29,30

Electronic A Coefficient B Coefficient
State MHz MHz

5d4D7/2 -43.513 -294.921
5p4P ◦5/2 -167.2 +91

Table 6 Isotope Shifts for the Kr II 5d4D7/2–
5p4P ◦

5/2 transition at 728.98 nm30

Isotope Isotope Shift
MHz

78 1185.7
80 768.0
82 372.6
83 175.0
84 0
86 -365.2

Fig. 5 Cold spectrum (1 K) of the Kr II 728.98 nm
5d4D7/2–5p4P ◦

5/2 transition.

represent the even isotopes while the more outlying,
lower magnitude peaks are due to the spin split 83Kr
isotope.

Figure 6 shows the line shape for a variety of tem-
peratures, up to 2900 K, or 0.25 eV. Temperatures
above 0.25 eV do not exhibit any visible structure.
This upper limit was chosen based on previous mea-
surements which showed that the ion temperatures, as
near as they can be defined, are low as measured in
radial measurements.6 In fact, the line shape in the
axial direction actually appears to be dominated by
discharge plasma dynamics and these are reflected in
the axial fluorescence line shape.23

It is interesting to note that the isotope shifts are
significantly larger for this transition than the neutral
transition previously examined. As a result, Fig. 6
shows a clear broadening of the line cumulative width

Fig. 6 Multitemperature spectrum of the Kr II
728.98 nm 5d4D7/2–5p4P ◦

5/2 transition.

Fig. 7 Cumulative line width (FWHM) and
Doppler line width compared for the Kr II
728.98 nm 5d4D7/2–5p4P ◦

5/2 transition.

relative to a single component Doppler width due to
the isotope shifts. The difference appears to be a con-
sistent 200 MHz. The difference appears to be nearly
constant in the range examined.

Future Work
We have selected the Kr II 5d4D7/2–5p4P ◦5/2 tran-

sition at 728.98 nm (∆E = 13, 713.989 cm−1) to con-
tinue our initial investigation of krypton fueled Hall
effect thrusters. We have purchased and taken de-
livery of a custom built ±50 GHz tunable diode laser
(Newport Optics, New Focus Division) centered on the
5d4D7/2–5p4P ◦5/2 transition with a minimum of 10 mW
output power.

The krypton Hall thruster will be mounted on a
three axis orthogonal translation system. As envi-
sioned and based on previous efforts,31 produced, the
diode laser beam will be passed through a Faraday
isolator to eliminate laser feedback. The beam then
will pass through a number of beam pick-offs (BS) un-
til focused by a lens and enter the vacuum chamber
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Fig. 8 Typical layout of a LIF apparatus suitable
for interrogation of a Hall thruster or other electric
propulsion thruster.31

through a window. The probe beam will be chopped
at kHz frequencies by an optical chopper for phase
sensitive detection.

The two wedge beam pick-offs (BS) shown in Fig. 8
will provide beam diagnostics. The first beam pick-off
will direct a beam to a photodiode detector (D1) used
to provide constant power feedback to the laser. The
second beam will be divided into two equal compo-

nents by a 50-50 cube beam splitter (BS). The first
component will be directed to a commercial wave-
length meter used to monitor absolute wavelength.
The second component will be sent through another
optical chopper and through a reference lamp or cell.

The type of absolute wavelength reference to be
used has not yet been definitively selected. Most dis-
charge lamps will not produce a sufficient population
of metastable ions to serve as a suitable reference. We
have tentatively chosen to examine two options. First,
a low pressure krypton resonant microwave discharge
cavity should be sufficiently energetic to produce a
suitable population of metastable ions to serve as a
absorption cell for the the Kr II 5d4D7/2–5p4P ◦5/2 tran-
sition at 728.98 nm. We have some concerns due to
electronic noise and potential of microwave leakage to
damage instrumentation. Although use of the Kr II
absorption spectrum directly is appealing, we are also
alternatively considering the use of a heated iodine
cell. Iodine has a rich and well mapped rotational–
vibrational molecular spectrum that is commonly used
as wavelength markers in the visible and into the
red portion of the spectrum. At 728.98 nm, suitable
rotational–vibrational absorption spectra are available
provided the cell is heated to several hundred ◦C. The
option of using a nearby absorption feature from a glow
discharge lamp does not appear to be available to us
in this wavelength range.26

The second pick-off will send a beam to a 300 MHz
free spectral range Fabry-Perot etalon (F-P) that
provides high resolution frequency monitoring of the
wavelength interval swept during a laser scan.

The fluorescence collection optics are also shown in
Fig. 8. The fluorescence will be collected by a 75 mm
diameter, 300 mm focal length lens within the cham-
ber. The collimated signal will be directed through
a window in the chamber side wall to a similar lens
that will focus the collected fluorescence onto the en-
trance slit of 125 mm focal length monochrometer with
a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The spatial resolution
of the measurements will of course be determined by
the geometry of the spectrometer entrance slit (recall
1:1 magnification of the collection optics).

Conclusions
We have presented the background research to mea-

sure the flow fields of a krypton plasma thruster using
LIF. We have selected suitable spectral lines for both
Kr I and Kr II and created models for their analysis.
Although preliminary, we believe that these analyses
are sufficient to proceed with the development of an
experimental apparatus.

The development of krypton specific laser diag-
nostics for plasma thrusters, especially Hall effect
thrusters appears to have justification due to large
price fluctuations for xenon as well as limited pro-
duction. In some cases, especially orbit maintenance,
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the use of krypton fuels may offer distinct advantages
due to its lower atomic mass producing a 25% increase
in exit velocity. This must of course be tempered by
the larger propellant tankage fraction likely required
to store an equal mass of krypton versus xenon.

There is also some sound science in development of
these krypton LIF diagnostics. Optically probing the
interiors of plasma thrusters such as the Hall effect
thruster is in its infancy. The study of multiple species
has before increased the understanding of charged par-
ticle generation and transport within these devices.32

Those early studies were of course limited to elec-
trostatic probe measurements and did not have the
benefit of nonintrusive measurements of velocities, ve-
locity distributions, and in some cases temperatures.

Another issue that bears greater examination is
the possible diagnostic development of Kr I 5s[3/2]2–
5p[5/2]2 transition at 810.44 nm for LCIF. Should this
transition be suitable, it would provide a diagnostic
capable of measuring at least the relative electron–
neutral collision frequency. If two suitable nearby
transitions can be identified and specific electron-
neutral collisional cross–sections can be measured or
estimated, it may be possible to measure the elec-
tron density and temperature simultaneously. Since
this technique would require saturation of the pumped
transition, the use of higher power pulsed lasers would
also lend itself to the development of phase synchro-
nized data analysis to measure plasma periodic behav-
ior.
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